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The year 2019 offers a moment of reflection as Africa prepares to enter the last 
decade of the 2030 Sustainable Development Goals Agenda. This is a moment for 
Africa and individual AU member states to reflect on their performance and what 
had been achieved through their processes of localizing the SDGs. Statistics point 
to slow achievements of a majority of the development goals. Of concern is poor 
performance on the education and health related goals. Research points to an 
inability of many African countries to align education with market needs thereby 
stunting unemployment and economic growth.  The same can be seen in South Africa 
with slow economic growth and increasing youth unemployment. Health is another 
area of concern where Africa seems to be performing poorly. Availability, quality, 
affordability and capacity of health services seems to not be improving in many 
African countries. 

The long-term impact of this cannot be understated because it is a potential indicator 
of a potential increase of migration patterns of people who will potentially flee 
hunger and war in various countries in search for better opportunities.  With threats 
of xenophobic violence, its own socio-economic challenges and a society that is not a 
socially cohesive, the statistics should be concerning for South Africa. The worsening 
drought and its impact on access to clean drinking water and food security is another 
concerning reality as many municipalities struggle to provide access to clean and safe 
drinking water. Of concern is the inability of government to respond to the threat of 
climate change in effective ways coupled with society’s lack of an awakening to the 
demands of drought on established practices.

For a long time South Africa has promoted good governance, economic integration 
and women’s empowerment as key priorities for regional integration and this is 
evident in its increased investment in infrastructure and ICT across Africa and the 
kinds of policies that it has supported. While this is commendable because indeed 
without good governance, peace and prosperity remain difficult; South Africa is yet 

Gafee Vengadajellum 
Chairperson of the Board

For a long time South 
Africa has promoted good 
governance, economic 
integration and women’s 
empowerment as key 
priorities for regional 
integration...
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to demonstrate leadership on good governance in its own backyard. Audit outcomes 
of many public institutions paint a picture of rampant and systemic corruption that is 
allowed to thrive unabated. This works against the country’s own goals of reducing 
inequality and abject poverty. 

The 2019 national elections brought welcomed changes in the country’s executive 
leadership and already efforts to strengthen government’s capacity to fight crime and 
to deliver services were strengthened. While this is all welcome, there is a lot that still 
needs to be done to deal with the culture of anarchy and thieving that had been allowed 
to run unchecked for so long. By the time the year under review was drawing to an end, 
there was a general sense of hope across the nation as acts of corruption and thieving 
were being laid to bare in the Zondo Commission of Enquiry into State Capture, offering 
a glimpse to the architecture of corrupt links between business and state. 

The socio-economic challenges that bedevil our country remain unfortunately, stark. 
Unemployment is rising, inequality worsening and the economy is sluggish. South 
Africa is still grappling with rising public debt, inefficient state-owned enterprises, a 
consistently slower than projected revenue collection and social spending pressures that 
reduce the country’s global competitiveness. Government’s ability to respond to service 
delivery needs of many local communities remains limited. This places further strain on 
an already strenuous relationship between government and local communities. 

The year under review is also one in which contestation for world dominance has 
intensified, resulting in major shifts in the socio-political environment across the 
globe. These global shifts continue to impact on domestic policy and spending 
patterns. Never has it been as crucial as it is now, for NGOs to play a meaningful 
role in strengthening democracy and good governance. The world, and South Africa 
in particular, requires solutions that are geared to the times, responding to present 
challenges whilst moving the word closer to a better future.

Afesis-corplan has had to locate its work strategically to respond meaningfully to the 
demands presented by the environment within which it works. It had to balance, in 
the short term, strategic programming while at the same time ceasing opportunities 
to think beyond present challenges to re-imagine a different future. As such, the 
organization has (and continues to) played a significant role in strategic and influential 
conversations aimed at re-imagining the future wherever they were happening. For 
us in the Board, it remains an honor to be associated with the work of Afesis-corplan.

One cannot conclude these brief remarks without reflecting on the conversations 
Afesis-corplan has had on societal leadership and transformation. Afesis-corplan has 
spent considerable time thinking through the caliber of leadership needed to move 
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the country forward at all levels of society and the role it can play in supporting this 
leadership. The organization has in these conversations concluded that the crisis the 
country finds itself in, which culminates in what is now known as state capture, is not 
as a result of a lack of democratic institutions necessary for accountable governance, 
but rather as a result of many other things chief of which is leadership. The failure of 
public representatives to serve the interests of democracy has to be a grave concern 
of all of us.

In the year under review Afesis-corplan has indisputably positioned itself as a key 
partner in the defense of good governance, constitutionalism, spatial justice, and the 
rule of law. It is a pleasure to announce that Afesis-corplan welcomed a new member 
of the Board in the year under review. Sonwabile Mnwana joins the Board at a time 
when Afesis-corplan recalibrates its strategy. He brings into the Board skills and 
experience that is best suited to guide the organization’s recalibrated strategy.

The Board treasures the good reputation of excellence that the organization has built 
over the years. We offer our gratitude and appreciation to the management team for 
leading important conversations and the staff for a job well done above and beyond 
the call of duty especially during these trying times.   We thank our donor partners for 
the support they have given the organization over time and the sustained funding 
relationship we share. We confirm that Afesis-corplan enjoys sound governance from 
a committed Board.

Gafee Vengadajellum
Chairperson of the Board
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The year under review was one where Afesis-corplan was at the tail-end of its strategic 
planning and business plan period and thus our reflection not only covers the year 
under review, but will cover our entire strategic period (four years). This therefore is 
a moment where we look back and reflect on the environment that we had operated 
under, the opportunities that it presented to us, the challenges faced and overcome, 
and our successes and lessons learnt.

The past four years have seen the battle for good governance, constitutionalism and 
ethical leadership heightened across the country. It had also seen increased tensions 
and clear boundaries between state, business and civil society with business and civil 
society often collaborating to hold government to account in interesting ways. For 
the first time in the post-democratic history of South Africa, there were clear efforts 
by civil society and others to hold, not only government but the governing ANC to 
account for some of the decisions that it had made and this was evident in the electoral 
results of the 2016 local government elections and the 2019 general elections . 

The 2016 local government elections brought immense change in the local government 
landscape. With it tensions in municipal councils in many of the country’s large metros 
meant that governance was mostly hamstrung. This moment also offered a glimpse 
of how coalition governments were likely to perform as this had been deemed by 
many political analysts as the future of South Africa’s government. Indeed if that were 
true, judging by the nature of relationships of the post 2016 coalition governments, 
we can say that we are looking forward to a tumultuous future. It also became clear 
that the ANC had not acquired for itself the traits of character and skills necessary to 
fulfil an opposition party role effectively. If future predictions were that at some point 
the party would be forced into an opposition role, the post 2016 state of affairs in 
municipalities highlighted its gaps in the area.

It is always a humbling 
moment when we, as a 
team, present a reflection 
on the year and our 
activities in this manner. 

Nontando Zintle Ngamlana
Executive Director
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The 2019 national elections brought with it hope for a cleaner government and ethical 
leadership. A government that would be ceased with restoring trust on institutions 
of governance, righting the wrongs of the past and curbing corruption in meaningful 
ways. The establishment of the Commission of Enquiry on State Capture was a moment 
in which the state showed its commitment to clean governance and to promoting the 
rule of law. This coupled with clear efforts to strengthen law enforcement and crime 
fighting institutions indicated a turning of the tide in our country.

South Africa cannot fail as a democracy because it is a model for the rest of Africa 
(and the developing world) for the ways in which it is able to build a solid multi-
racial democratic system of government with strong oversight and accountability 
mechanisms.  Its success as a democracy is important for legitimizing democratic 
transitions in many other countries where conditions for consolidating democracy 
are difficult or lacking.

While changes in government are welcomed and promise to bring positive change, 
the country’s socio-economic challenges remain stark. The years in which the 
collusion between certain businesses and state for personal or party gain as being laid 
bare in the Commission of Enquiry into State Capture have plunged the country into 
a deeper crisis than it was in. The country’s debt to GDP has increased significantly 
while its credit ration has been unstable to low. The capacity of the state has been 
severely impacted with key institutions crumbling. Unemployment, especially youth 
unemployment remains rife, low-income South African households are less resilient 
in the face of increasing job insecurity and South Africa continues to be a less socially 
cohesive society as violence against women and children or foreign nationals rages 
on unabated.

Never has there been a need for the work of governance-oriented organisations like 
Afesis-corplan as it has been in the past four years. Afesis-corplan crafted a role for its 
work in strengthening local governance in particular, shinning a spotlight in municipal 
governance, service delivery and supporting agency and citizen engagement in 
local governance in ways that encourage cocreation and inclusive decision-making. 
The specific interventions, successes and lessons learnt in the past four years are 
highlighted in the programme section of this report.  

Internally, Afesis-corplan has never been stronger. Its team resembles a pack of 
ants which in their small size are able to solve problems just by communicating 
effectively, cooperating and working in teams, building on each other’s strengths 
and abilities. Afesis-corplan’ staff boasts diverse skills and together are able to tackle 
complex challenges and at times, even threats to their lives. Over and above having 
a competent and dedicated team, the organization is led by a dedicated Board that 
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is drawn from different backgrounds. The commitment of the Board provides a firm 
base from which staff launch.

In the year under review the Board spent a great deal of time in conversations on 
organizational sustainability, transformation, succession planning and on the 
creation of a conducive environment for a healthy work-life balance. Conclusions 
to some of these conversations have been translated into policy and action. Afesis-
corplan is committed to being transformative in its work, being acutely aware of the 
socio-economic and socio-political issues in the communities where it works and in 
the country, its work seeks to add value.  

On revenue generation, the funding environment for NGOs in South Africa has 
not improved much over the years; Afesis-corplan remains grateful to its funders 
for the sustained commitment it has received. Our work has never been a sprint, 
development and social justice is hard and messy and required sustained commitment 
and investment. Afesis-corplan is able to do what it does because of the commitment 
and support of its donors partner.

As I conclude these brief remarks let me, on behalf of the staff of Afesis-corplan, thank 
our partners in development - the various communities we have worked in, different 
government institutions, municipal leadership who have embraced our interventions 
and cultivated with us effective working relationships and our partners in academia 
who tested and engaged us robustly on our ideas and offerings. As we soldier on 
embarking on implementing a recalibrated strategy and business plan, continue to 
hold us to account to our values.

We would like to thank our donor partners who continue to believe in our vision and 
our Board for its sterling support. Personally, I would like to thank each member of our 
staff; working with you is a privilege and a great joy. Thank you for bringing your all to 
the job, you inspire me in ways unimaginable.

Nontando Zintle Ngamlana
Exucutive Director
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In Afesis-corplan’s 2017 to 2019 strategy we set ourselves the long term goal of 
contributing towards the following change areas:

• change behaviour and mindsets of the people we encounter thereby 
influencing their beliefs, their values and in turn their actions;

• change government policy based on evidence based research and lessons 
derived from the work that we do, and that of our partners; and ultimately

• change living conditions of the poor communities we support.

Afesis-corplan continues to be concerned by the fact that more than half of 
municipalities are incapable, according to governments own analysis, of providing for 
the development basics that are expected of them. We are concerned by the persistent 
lack of trust, poor service delivery, lack of accountability by elected representatives, a 
culture of patronage and corruption and ultimately, societal fragmentation, as a result 
of the limited mechanisms for citizens to meaningfully engage in local governance. 
Further we are concerned that informality continues to be a permanent feature in our 
cities and there is a lack of creative solutions to address the land, basic services and 
housing needs of the poorest members of our society.

In response to these social justice concerns, Afesis-corplan continues to focus on the 
two programme areas of:

• Local governance; and
• Sustainable settlement development

With our work we strategically support civic agency through catalytic interventions 

Afesis-corplan continues 
to be concerned by the 
fact that more than half of 
municipalities are incapable, 
according to governments own 
analysis, of providing for the 
development basics that are 
expected of them. Ronald Eglin

Speacialist: Sustainable Settlements
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that are aimed at achieving systemic change in local government and in how informal 
settlements are upgraded. 

The following summarises the objectives of our Local Governance and Sustainable 
Settlements programme work: 

• Build the agency of local communities to use budgetary and other 
municipal processes to hold local government to account for the delivery 
of basic services and to promote dialogue around innovative approaches 
that deepen participatory local government.

• Support communities and government to work together around the 
provision of basic services and the upgrading of informal settlements.

Underpinning all of our programmatic work is a conscious effort to reflect on our 
experiences and share these insights with others.  

The following sections elaborate on each of our intervention areas for the period 
under review. 
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THE CONTEXT 

Rapid urbanization, coupled with the lack of capacity of government and others 
to cope with the housing needs of people living in urban areas, has contributed 
significantly to the growth of informal settlements across South Africa. These informal 
settlements are more often than not faced with a number of problems, including a 
lack of sanitation, lack of basic services, significant health risks and a high crime rate.

WHAT WE AIMED TO DO

The long term aims of the sustainable settlements programme are that households 
in informal settlements are living in areas that are being systematically upgraded, 
and are monitoring the implementation of upgrading plans; and that a targeted 
municipality is engaging residents of identified informal settlements in the upgrading 
and relocation process. 

WHAT WE DID 

In 2019 Afesis-corplan was able, due to accessing additional funding and resources, 
to re-focus attention on its upgrading of informal settlements work. We were able to 
recruit a town planning graduate to work with our specialist in sustainable settlements 
to work with at least five informal settlements in the Scenery Park suburb of the 
Buffalo City Metropolitan Municipality(BCMM) area and support them in their efforts 
to get the BCMM to implement upgrading plans that had been approved in 2015 but 
had not yet been implemented.

Training workshops were organized with the Scenery Park informal settlements 
that covered a wide range of topics such as the meaning of basic organizing, various 
forms of protests, how local government works and most importantly what informal 
settlements upgrading is all about. 

Qhamani Tshazi
Programme Officer

Informal settlements 
are more often than not 
faced with a number of 
problems, including a lack 
of sanitation, lack of basic 
services, significant health 
risks and a high crime rate.
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Afesis-corplan also conducted, with the assistance of the Social Audit Network and the 
International Budget Partnership, a social audit process with the Scenery Park informal 
settlement communities. The aim of this audit was to check what basic services these 
communities had and whether or not they were enough for the population. We are 
still busy with the social audit and we see it as a key tool to draw the BCMM’s attention 
to the plight of people living in these and other informal settlements.

WHAT IMPACT WE HAVE CONTRIBUTED TOWARDS

As a result of the support provided by Afesis-corplan, the leadership of five informal 
settlements in the Scenery Park suburb of Buffalo City are undertaking a social audit 
process to acquire evidence to help them motivate for the allocation of municipal 
resources towards the provision of basic water, sanitation and electricity as a first step 
towards the upgrading of their informal settlements.  The residents of these informal 
settlements have increased confidence that their leadership understands what 
upgrading of informal settlements is all about, why upgrading has not happened and 
what they need to do to get the municipality to upgrade their informal settlements.  
There is a renewed sense of agency in the communities where we have been working 
and they are now ready to engage government on their issues.  In a recent radio 
interview, one community leader explained, “we now know we no longer have to 
burn schools and halls to get governments attention, Afesis-corplan has trained us on 
engaging government constructively”.   

The BCMM is not yet engaging with the residents of informal settlements in the 
upgrading process, but the upgrading of informal settlement coordinator position 
within the BCMM has been filled and this manger (and other metro staff) have been 
advised by Afesis-corplan on what the metro needs to do to undertake upgrading 
of informal settlements.  These staff continue to motivate for more officials and 
councillors in the BCMM to be trained in the upgrading of informal settlements so as 
to help change mindsets from thinking that upgrading is about moving people into 
new RDP houses to realising that upgrading is an incremental process that involves 
community participation and partnerships.  



ACTIVITIES

• Recruited town and regional planning graduate to work with the specialist 
on sustainable settlements in the upgrading of informal settlements

• Built a trusting relationship with the leadership and residents of five informal 
settlements in Scenery Park that forms the basis of our on-going work

• Trained and supported the community leadership of five informal 
settlements to conduct a social audit process involving physical survey 
of the existing water and sanitation infrastructure in the area and 
interviewing community members on their experiences of accessing 
water, sanitation and electricity in their settlements. This information will 
be used going forward to engage the municipality to provide basic services 
as a first step towards upgrading.  

• Advised and trained the municipality on how the upgrading of 
informalsettlement process works and what they need to do to start 
implementing the upgrading plans. 

• Trained over 60 people from municipalities across the province on why 
upgrading of informal settlements is needed and how it can be conducted. 

• Attended various events relating to land, housing and settlement 
development including, for example: 

¤	 Eastern	Cape	Human	Settlements	Spatial	Master	Plan	organised	by	
the	 Provincial	 Department	 of	 Human	 Settlements	 and	 the	 Nelson	
Mandela University

¤	 The	South	African	Sweden	Universities	 Forum	 (SASUF)	 	 Research	 and	
Innovation	 Week	 (2019)	 hosted	 by	 the	 Nelson	 Mandela	 University	
in	 collaboration	 with	 Department	 of	 Science	 and	 Technology,	 and	
Department	of	Human	Settlements

¤	 Rural	 densification	 workshop	 organised	 by	 the	 South	 African	 Local	
Government	Association	(SALGA)

¤	 SALGA	Provincial	dialogue	on	upgrading	of	informal	settlements
¤	 Eastern	Cape	Spatial	Planning	and	Land	Use	Management	Forum	meeting	
¤	 Meetings	 with	 the	 research	 unit	 and	 the	 policy	 unit	 of	 the	 Provincial	

Department	 of	 Human	 Settlements	 to	 discuss	 the	 Enhanced	 Peoples’	
Housing	Process	and	Managed	Land	Settlement.
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¤	 Isandla	 Institute	 National	Conference	 on	 ‘Urban	 citizenship	 as	 a	 verb:	
Facilitating	action	through	coalitions	for	change’.

¤	 ‘Policy	Roundtable	on	informal	settlement	upgrading:	perspectives	from	
NGOs	 for	 strengthened	 collaboration	 and	 community	 driven	 practice’	
hosted		by	Isandla	Institute

¤	 National	 Upgrading	 Support	 Programme	 Eastern	 Cape	 Provincial	
Forum meetings

¤	 National	 Department	 of	 Human	 Settlements	 capacity	 development	
strategy workshop 

¤	 Workshop	 on	 experiences	 working	 with	 ward	 structures	 organised	 by	
International	Budget	Partnership	(South	Africa)	

¤  National	Human	Settlements	Indaba
¤	 National	 Upgrading	 Support	 Programme	 (NUSP)	 workshop	 for	

professional	 resource	 teams	 (PRTs)	 and	 community	 development	
facilitators	(CDFs)	on	in	situ	informal	settlement	upgrading
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Once community leadership gain even basic information on how municipalities 
work and how they can engage with the municipality they are far more 
confident to attend municipal meetings and meet with municipal councillors 
and officials to raise their concerns. It is far more likely that positive changes, 
like the implementation of upgrading plans, will be achieved if communities 
take the lead in pushing for these changes and not waiting for others like NGO’s 
to advocate on their behalf.  

Municipal departments still operate in silos and do not coordinate their 
interventions around upgrading of informal settlements. Officials and councillors 
still have deeply entrenched beliefs that upgrading involves moving people out 
of shacks into new RDP houses, and it is going to require far more effort from 
organisations like ours, working with NUSP and other structures, to change 
mind sets of people in municipalities to understand that upgrading is a phased 
and incremental process starting with the provision of basic services.  

In 2020 we will continue to support the informal settlements in Scenery park as 
they engage with the BCMM.  The achievements gained through this progress 
will be used to promote upgrading in the additional 27 settlements for which 
upgrading plans were approved in 2015.  Afesis-corplan will draw on this 
experience to promote and support upgrading in other informal settlements 
across the BCMM, the province and the country.  Our work in Scenery Park 
will have a large ripple effect in showing others how upgrading of informal 
settlements can be planned, funded and implemented.  

It is far more likely that 
positive changes will be 
achieved if communities 
take the lead in pushing 
for these changes and not 
waiting for others like NGO’s 
to advocate on their behalf. Masixole Kente

Programme Officer
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South Africans went to the polls on May 8, 2019 to elect public representatives currently 
serving in the 6th National Assembly and as well as the provincial legislatures. In the 
Eastern Cape province, the ANC retained control of the provincial government with 
68.74% of the votes cast, with the  DA, EFF, UDM, VF plus and ATM taking up the 
remaining legislature seats. Prior to the elections, Afesis-corplan conducted a non-
partisan and apolitical voter education programme aimed at ensuring that young 
people – who are in the majority and within whom voter turnout was the lowest – 
were informed of the reasons to vote in an informed and targeted manner. We worked 
with nine Eastern Cape community radios stations whose transmissions cover the 
width and breadth of the province on this “follow-your-vote” education programme. 

During the voter education programme we served as resource for the community radio 
stations, sourcing speakers with social justice knowledge, political analysts, citizen 
journalists, politicians and IEC officials to be interviewed on air and speak about the 
importance of participating in a democracy. Furthermore, our staff fielded calls and 
WhatsApp texts from radio presenters at any given time of the day including weekends, 
sometimes at a moment’s notice, to ensure that the programming continued 
uninterrupted and that information was available to presenters when they needed it.

Soon after the election results were announced and the swearing in of Members of the 
Provincial Legislature (MPLs) had occurred we developed a simple, informative and 
useful resource guide to help citizens hold their elected representatives accountable. 
The content in the guide is part of the ongoing community radio programming and it 
is also available on our website.

We also hosted a two day reflection session with all partner community radio stations to reflect 
on the impact and lessons learnt from implementing the programme. Those who were in the 
room agreed that low voter turnout served as a wakeup call for us that more work needed 
to be done to get people to participate in elections. Afesis-corplan needs to interrogate and 
understand the reasons behind the reduced turnout of voters better. This work would not have 
been possible without the t support of the Open Society Foundation for South Africa (OSF-SA).

We worked with nine 
Eastern Cape community 
radios stations whose 
transmissions cover the 
width and breadth of the 
province  on this “follow-
your-vote” education 
programme. Zwanga Mukhuthu

Programme Officer
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Afesis-corplan’s Local Governance Programme has built and strengthened strategic 
partnerships in 2019 in ways that contribute positively to its work. For the past two 
years Afesis-corplan has embarked on a strategic thinking process to identify what 
we believe are the key challenges in local government, what the limitations with 
the current legislative framework are, what the public desires as mechanisms and 
processes for public participation, what government can realistically support, and 
what capacities are necessary to facilitate the kinds of participation that the public 
demands. We are now beginning to craft policy proposals as part of the legislative 
review process. We have also discovered information that confronts the present 
structure and architecture of local government that will require a different manner of 
engaging and strategic advocacy. 

Afesis-corplan was invited to take part in the strategic planning session of the new 
Demarcation Board, CoGTA and the cabinet technical committee on integrated 
planning. Our work is contributing to the policy reform process driven by CoGTA and 
it is changing mind-sets and behaviours in government and in the public sphere. 

DEEPENING PARTICIPATORY DEMOCRACY PROJECT

In its second year, the Deepening Participatory Democracy Project convened a series 
of highly successful programmatic interventions. 

Advisory group meetings were held as scheduled. In its last meeting of 2019, the 
advisory group requested that an Economist be engaged to present an alternative 
funding model for a municipality that aims is to facilitate co-creation and innovative 
solutions to service delivery. While exciting, a number of Economists engaged 
struggled with how best to approach this exercise. It was envisaged that from this 
work policy proposals will be formulated. The Advisory Group continues to give 
strategic guidance to the implementation of the programme.

Afesis-corplan’s Local 
Governance Programme 
has built and strengthened 
strategic partnerships in 
2019 in ways that contribute 
positively to its work.
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The development and implementation of an advocacy plan is ongoing. Afesis-corplan 
was invited to participate in a high-level meeting at CoGTA looking at possible short-
term strategic interventions to deal with some of the key issues highlighted in the 
report of the Auditor General. Furthermore, Afesis-corplan has been invited to two high 
level meetings to discuss the new proposed District Planning Model, a new approach 
to planning in local government. The organization has been appointed to serve on a 
reference group that is advising the Municipal Demarcation Board on the development 
of a public engagement framework. Afesis-corplan has also been increasingly sought 
by mainstream media including the SABC, to comment on various issues around local 
governance and service delivery. A recent one being the Democracy Gauge programme 
in which we were interviewed on our views on South Africa’s democracy looking at 
the state of local government. While the ultimate aim of a reformed legislation is still 
out of reach due to the slowness of processes within CoGTA, Afesis-corplan’s voice is 
becoming stronger in the public domain on issues of local governance.

Afesis-corplan continues to learn from the various pilot projects that are being 
implemented by CoGTA. Afesis-corplan was introduced by CoGTA to the work that the 
Freedom House is funding in which it seeks to understand the impact of technology 
driven civil society interventions aimed at facilitating public participation. This study 
has shed great light on the possibilities that technology can offer local government 
and the unintended consequences arising from such. 

A two day roundtable discussion was hosted in August with key strategic people to 
discuss the practicality of the proposed local governance reforms and to agree on a 
way forward. Academics, civil society representatives, members of the KZN provincial 
legislature and municipal councillors and youth activists were invited to engage on 
what they thought needed to change with the manner in which the public is engaged 
in local governance. The conversation from the roundtable continues to inform the 
work of the Advisory Group. The knowledge and understanding of government and 
the public on the proposed legislative reforms was deepened.

We have not yet produced any policy briefs arguing a case for any local governance reforms. 
We have, however, produced opinion pieces as a way of allowing the public to engage with 
our emerging policy positions in simple and accessible ways. We also re-introduced the 
Transformer Journal in which we publish some of our views. The first issue of the Transformer 
came out in July 2019 and with one of the articles being “War Rooms: An Alternative to Ward 
Committees” and the second issue came out in December 2019 with an article titled, “Digital 
platforms as service delivery enablers”. The Transformer has been well received such that 
most of the articles have been republished by other organizations including the Dullah Omar 
Institute. Our strategy is to get the public to buy-in on some of the policy positions that we 
hold so that we would have public support in engaging government on them.
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CONVERSATIONS & DIALOGUES

Afesis-corplan creates opportunities throughout the year where key moments in the 
sector, and in the country, require that it reflects on its strategy and approach. The Local 
Governance Programme created such a moment for organisational staff. One of these was 
for the organisation to engage on the Functions and Powers of Local Government through a 
workshop facilitated by Advocate Reuben Baatjies. 

As part of the build up toward the SA National Election, Afesis-corplan was invited by the IEC to 
speak on the Electoral Code of Conduct to new parties in the province contesting the elections.

Under the guidance of our Executive Director, the Local Governance Programme together with 
Afesis-corplan’s Advocacy and Communications Programme and in partnership with the Daily 
Dispatch newspaper hosted a public dialogue. Aptly titled, “Battle of the Manifestos”, this, 
our second public dialogue generated huge public interest with about 1,500 people attending. 
Election manifestos play a key role in articulating the vision and policy positions of political 
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parties. They are a tool used by political parties to lobby potential voters and who may 
want to align with the articulated policy positions. It is through manifestos that political 
parties rally their spokespersons and other key leaders to convey a coherent message 
on policy. The dialogue was moderated by Dr Somadoa Fikeni, with Oscar Mabuyane 
(ANC), Nelvis Qekema (AZAPO), Nqaba Banga (DA), Adv. Dali Mpofu (EFF) and Sandla 
Goqwana (PAC) doing battle on the content and policy messages from their respective 
manifestos to win the hearts and minds of the audience.

These are ongoing conversations, aimed at ensuring that we implement our strategy 
in the most responsive manner possible and that we scan the environment for 
emerging opportunities.

EMERGING ISSUES IN THE SECTOR

1. A willingness in government to listen to ideas from others outside of government

We are noting an increased willingness to engage others outside of government on 
possible solutions to some of the country’s pressing challenges. This is encouraging 
as for the longest time government’s attitude was that it has all the answers. The 
willingness to engage, signals an admission in government and in Parliament that 
government is stuck in old ways of thinking and that it needs innovative and fresh ideas 
to move forward and that those could come from others outside of the government..

2. The New Integrated District Planning Model

One of the key challenges in government is that the planning tools are not aligned or 
harmonized. National and Provincial Government have a different planning framework 
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to that of local government. This results in interventions that are not aligned, placing 
a burden in local government and fuelling tensions between municipalities and the 
communities they serve. For example, Human Settlements would build houses 
in an area which had not been prioritised by the Department of Transport for road 
infrastructure or for health service by the Department of Health. Local communities 
would blame local government for these challenges some of which it had no control 
over. The New District Planning Model is an attempt to harmonize government 
planning and responses to service delivery needs. A challenge with this model which 
civil society and others would have to guard against is that it potentially moves service 
delivery planning even further away from communities.

3. The Legislative Review process

Since it was tasked by Parliament in 2016 to review the legislative framework that 
regulates public participation in local government, CoGTA has moved very slowly on 
this. This is somewhat understandable as CoGTA is one ministry that had been severely 
impacted by the many cabinet reshuffles of the Zuma administration and was thus 
rendered unstable. The legislative review process has gone much slower than anticipated.

4. The state of financial management and oversight in municipalities

The last consolidated report of the Auditor General on audit findings in municipalities, 
paints a bleak picture of municipalities. The report highlights a number of critical 
challenges, one of which is the extent to which party politics controls and cripples 
municipalities. It indicates that more than 35% of municipalities are under administration 
and that these Section 39 interventions are not producing much fruit. This highlights 
that the intergovernmental relations framework is failing. Local government is a sight 
of service delivery and the space through which ‘the ordinary people of South Africa can 
govern’; its failure is not an option for many of South Africa’s poor.

5. The size of South Africa’s municipalities 

The work of the Advisory Group revealed that South Africa is the only country of its 
economic size that has municipalities that are this big. This forced Afesis-corplan’s 
work to look carefully and closely at the Demarcation process. This is an area that sits 
on a blind spot for many in civil society. The latest moves by the Demarcation Board 
to amalgamate problem municipalities are also proving to have dire results and goes 
against what literature and research advises. Afesis-corplan’s work over the next few 
years will seek to understand the processes of demarcation in South Africa better and 
to engage it with a view to strengthen inclusive local governance.
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Afesis-corplan’s internal learning and reflection session was held from 5-6 September 
2019 and again on 10-11 September 2019. In November a session was also held between 
the staff and the Board to reflect on the lessons learnt and the implications for the work 
of the organization going forward. 

We have noticed that we have largely waited upon CoGTA to initiate the legislative review 
process and so we have now decided that we need to explore creative ways of putting 
our views and thoughts out in the public domain in ways that whould force CoGTA to pay 
attention to the issues. As part of this, Afesis-corplan needs to continue building strategic 
networks with key influential entities for broad support on views emerging. 

During our annual reflection it was identified that at the core the organization’s 
work we need to build the agency of local citizens to claw back power, strengthen 
accountability and inclusion and narrow the inequality gap.

Afesis-corplan needs 
to continue building 
strategic networks with key 
influential entities for broad 
support on views emerging.

Lindokuhle Vellem
Programme Officer
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Knowledge management is about identifying, creating, representing, distributing 
and enabling the adoption and leveraging of good practices embedded in the 
organisation’s work. Our knowledge management work is geared towards 
making Afesis-corplan staff more effective in collating, analysing and sharing 
lessons emanating from our work with our partners in development and the 
public at large. We continue to place a high premium on the quality of material 
we produce, and how we learn from our experiences and the experiences of 
those we work with.  In the year under review, our knowledge management team 
supported staff in preparing and designing reports and presentations related to 
the work they were doing.  A few examples of the type of reports and articles 
that the knowledge management team helped design and worked on included our 
Annual report, tender and funding proposals, progress reports for funders, public 
dialogue advertisements, and many more.

Knowledge management  is also responsible for maintaining and regularly updating 
the Afesis-corplan website and assisted with our social media accounts (Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube), by drawing on the inputs from other members of staff for content, 
then sourcing pictures, laying out, tweeting and posting. Other work undertaken by 
knowledge management was the design and marketing of all documents produced 
by the organisation, whether they were printed or posted to our website.  

Our knowledge management team ensures that all our minutes, reports and articles 
are appropriately stored and easily accessed by all staff. We also make sure that staff 
has an opportunity to reflect and learn from their work and experiences so to as help 
improve their practice going forward.  2019 was an important year in that we re-
introduced our Transformer Journal, after a 5 year gap, producing two new volumes. 
The transformer journal provides an opportunity for our staff and other development 
practitioners to share their thoughts on local government and development related 
topics with the wider public. 

Our knowledge management 
work is geared towards 
making Afesis-corplan staff 
more effective in collating, 
analysing and sharing lessons 
emanating from our work with 
our partners in development 
and the public at large. Leigh McFarlane

Programme Officer
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Afesis-corplan’s communications programme has extended its reach and broadened 
its level of consultation across the board, breaking new ground in its outreach efforts. 
Highlight and major achievements during the period under review includes:

AFESIS IN THE MEDIA

We published a total of 15 news and opinion piece articles in the print and digital 
media space on platforms such as News24, Herald PE, IsoLezwe, Daily Dispatch, 
Go and Express, Eastern Cape Rising Sun and the Eastern Cape Journal. We issued 
two media advisories highlighting the work we were doing on our feminist campaign 
#Shayisfuba and the 2019 general elections. The SABC TV crew also paid us a visit 
in our East London office to review the 25 years of democracy for their popular 
Democracy Gauge weekly programme. 

Furthermore we conducted four radio interviews about “municipal budget processes”, 
“powers and functions of municipal council”, “citizen’s preparation for 2021 local 
government elections” and “service delivery in municipalities under administration”. 
The interviews were with IzwiLethemba FM in East London, Alfred Nzo FM in Mount 
Ayliff and Umhlobo Wenene FM at the SABC. 

 AFESIS DIGITAL MEDIA

Afesis-corplan enjoys a smart, professional and efficient digital presence. iIt is for this 
reason the organisation’s digital presence grew exponentially during the year under 
review. We began2019 with a little over 1700 Twitter Followers and about 300 people 
liked our Facebook page. By the end of the period under review we had more than 
5600 Followers on Twitter and 2600 “Likes” on our Facebook page. 

On Facebook, during the year under review, we sent out a total of 51 posts 
demonstrating our work. 29 posts appeared with graphics and four posts appeared 
with videos. The most popular post on our Facebook page averages a 4785 people 
reach. We also increased the amount of traffic on our partner organisations’ Facebook 
pages by sharing their content on our page (IBP-SA, PSAM, CALUSA, My Vote Counts, 
Shayisfuba, PMG, Cities Network, Heinrich Boll).

On Twitter, during the year under review, we sent out a total of 55 tweets and 
retweeted 79 tweets from like-minded twitter accounts. Our most popular tweet 
averages 33 628 impressions.  
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We would not have achieved any of this if we did not have a good sense of what 
our audience wanted to see online and in print when it comes to issues of good 
governance, active citizenship and sustainable human settlements development. 

We are learning as we grow to be more effective in our communications and hope to 
continue sharing our lowlights and highlights emanating from our work with you for 
many years to come. 
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The 2019 financial year has been a positive one for the finance and administration 
department. The team strives to continue to enhance policies and procedures in 
order to ensure fiscal discipline as well as transparent and accurate reporting. We are 
thankful for the continued support that we have received and continue to enjoy from 
our funders who have shown confidence in our systems and the abilities of our staff. 
This allows us to achieve our contractual obligations and objectives whilst remaining 
true to the strategic objectives of the organisation. With limited resources and 
international funding opportunities on the decline, we continue to strive for financial 
resilience through various proactive means. A constant challenge facing NGO’s is 
that of balancing staff retention strategy and growing its reserves to gain financial 
sustainability while expending resources on the other hand towards the attainment 
of the organisation’s strategic objectives. 

ADMINISTRATION AND HUMAN RESOURCES 

Afesis-corplan regards the provision of efficient and effective support as an integral 
component in pursuit of its programme and project objectives. Support services 
provided by the administration department include general administration, human 
resource management, communication and resource management, financial 
administration and procurement. A large component of the duties of the department 
is to be vigilant and disciplined in the management of both contracts and grant 
funding received, with no margin for error or deviation from budgets and deadlines.

In the year under review, the organisation welcomed a programme officer to the land 
and human settlements programme. The increased capacity and staff consistency 
has brought stability to our programmes and ensures that we meet our succession 
planning goals. The Afesis-corplan team comprises of a core body of twelve well-
skilled and academically qualified members at the year ended 31 December 2019:
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Lihle Skosana
Finance Administrator

Bridget van Wyk
Finance Manager

Vanessa Ramoo
Senior Administrator



OUR APPROACH TO TRANSFORMATION

Afesis-corplan is conscious of a need to contribute to the transformative agenda 
in our nation and understands the question of transformation to relate first to our 
demographic profile as well as our work and contribution. Our Board is conscious of 
both. First, on the transformation of who lead’s the organisation, the Board is in a 
process of transforming itself through targeted and strategic recruitment. The Board 
agreed to increase its size in order to retain a mix of core skills that it believed were 
necessary to support the strategy of the organisation while maintaining a strong 
culture of good governance. The Board is currently recruiting and filling the positions 
created in line with its transformation goals. In this process, the Board has agreed to 
prioritise the appointment of relatively younger persons and black women, gender 
non-binary and differently abled-bodied persons. The Board is also conscious of the 
demographic profile of the management structure within the organisation. While 
resources limit the recruitment of persons at this level to augment the racial profile of 
those in management, the succession planning and mentorship processes have been 
put in place to ensure that the organisation builds the next layer of capable individuals 
who will in the next few years fill the management positions.

On the question of how transformative our work is, the Board and staff of Afesis-
corplan are conscious of the need to ensure that we intentionally centre questions 
of power and how power is used, gender, race, class and other imbalances. For 
example, our work with informal settlements engages power, race, class and income 
inequalities while we ensure that our community processes engages patriarchy in all 
its forms. 
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Board 1 1 1 1 1

Management 1 1 1

Professionals 3 1 1 1

Administrators 2 1

TOTAL 4 4 1 2 2 1 3
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SUSTAINABILITY AND FUNDRAISING 
STRATEGY

Afesis-corplan approaches the question of sustainability in a two-pronged manner; 
first it relates to the sustainability of our interventions and our ability to build the 
capacity of our partners to continue the work even in our absence. The second aspect 
relates to the sustainability of the organisation and its resilience. For the first part, 
in conceptualising our interventions, Afesis-corplan centres the process of building 
agency in all of its work. In this way we are intentional about transferring skill and 
building the capacity of others to be able to carry on with the work. Our exit strategy 
from the communities where we work is largely influenced by outcomes achieved 
as opposed to the timeframe of our existence and partnerships. The quicker we can 
build the capacity and agency of our community partners and the more positive 
outcomes are achieved, the quicker we are able to exit from a community and move 
on to another. In response to the question of sustainability of the organisation, the 
need to strengthen our resilience is always great particularly in the present funding 
environment. Afesis-corplan has been fortunate in that it has funding partners who 
believe in the work that the organization is doing and has committed to this work 
over time. Sustained funding partnerships are critical to strengthening resilience 
as is diversified revenue sources and the existence of a reserve fund as a way of 
cushioning the organization against sudden funding gaps. Afesis-corplan is working 
on strengthening all of these aspects to ensure its resilience. The organization is also 
constantly assessing the environment within which it operates and adapts to shifts 
and changes in the funding environment while still holding true to its goals. Efforts to 
increase the organisation’s resilience are ongoing.
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ASSETS 2019 2018

NON-CURRENT ASSETS

Property, plant and equipment 461,792 481,192

CURRENT ASSETS 3,067,954 3,853,174

Trade and other receivables 84,821 321,677

Cash and cash equivalents 2,983,133 3,531,497

TOTAL ASSETS 3,529,746 4,334,366

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES

CAPTIAL AND RESERVES

Accumulated funds 1,281,303 755,089

CURRENT LIABILITIES

Trade and other payables 2,248,443 3,579,277

TOTAL EQUITY & LIABILITIES 3,529,746 4,334,366

STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION

Information dissemination
Training & capacity building
Advocacy & technical support
Demonstration/facilitation
Research
Programme administration
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Afesis-corplan received an unqualified audit report for the 2019 financial year from

STATEMENT OF COMPREHENSIVE 
INCOME
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INCOME 2019 2018
Funding Income 5,043,751 5,145,978

Interest received 719,004 129,424

Sundry Income 65,635 24,288

Self Generated Income 1,393,984 1,012,521

TOTAL INCOME 7,222,374 6,312,212

EXPENDITURE

Information dissemination 1,305,263 1,001,795

Training and capacity building 1,521,838 1,342,196

Advocacy and technical support 1,050,658 1,090,200

Demonstration/facilitation 1,016,052 928,363

Research 630,648 617,953

Programme Administration 1,171,703 963,522

TOTAL EXPENDITURE 6,696,161 5,944,028

Surplus for the year 526,214 368,184

Add accumulated funds 755,089 386,905

BALANCE AT END OF YEAR 1,281,303 755,089

Self-generated Income
Sundry Income
Interest received
Funding Income
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For more about our organisation and any 
latest happenings we invite you to visit 

our website at:

www.afesis.org.za

TWITTER

DONOR 
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Celebrating women - young and old - 
& everything they stand for 
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